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Abstract- - In this paper, we investigate the properties (norm continuity, differentiability, ana~ 
lyticity, and exponential stability) of semigroups arising from elastic systems with dissipation. The 
resulting theorems are complete (in a sense) extensions of [1, Theorem 1.1] and [2, Theorem 1.1]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
We look at the complete second-order quation 
u"(t) + Bu'(t) + Au(t) = O, t >_ O, (1.1) 
where A, B are linear operators on a topological vector space. Since the paper of Lions [3], the 
equation (1.1) has been extensively studied; see, e.g., [1,2,4-19]. It is known that many physical 
problems uch as those of elastic systems can be modelled as (1.1) (cf., e.g., [1-4,7,8,14]). 
Let H be a Hilbert space, we consider in this paper the matrix operator 
0 A 1/2 ) 
JIB = _A1/2 -B  ' x r"IDIB/),  (1,2) 
in the product space H x H, corresponding to the elastic model (1.1) written as a first-order 
system. Here A (the elastic operator) is a positive, self-adjoint operator in H with a(A) C 
[a0, +c~) for some a0 >_ 0, and B (the dissipation operator) is a closed operator in H with 
D(B) D D(A); B will be assumed to be 'subordinated' to A in various ways. 
It is not difficult o verify that JIB is densely defined and dissipative, and for each fl E C (the 
complex plane) with ReA > 0, A E p(JIB), and 
(,,~_ -~B)-I = ('~-I - )~-I A1/2RB("~)A1/2 A1/2RB()O ) 
- Rs(,~)A 1/~ ARB(A) ' 
(1.3) 
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where 
RB(A) := (A 2 + AB + A) -1 
Thus, one finds easily by the Lumer-Phillips Theorem (cf. [20, p. 26, Theorem 1.3.3] or [21, p. 14, 
Theorem 1.4.3]) that ~B generates a strongly continuous emigroup {TB(t)}t>o f contractions 
onHxH.  
How does the {TB(t)}t>o behave? 
Chen and Triggiani, and independently Huang have done some investigations (cf. [1,2,7,8] and 
references therein) on such a problem for the case when B is 'comparable' to A a (0 < a < 1), 
stimulated by the two conjectures posed by Chen and Russel in [4]; they showed (among other 
things) the differentiability as well as the analyticity (if 1/2 < a _< 1) of {TB(t)}t>o. 
REMARK. The matrix operator considered in [1,2] is actually the (0I) 
- .4 -B  ' 
in the product space [D(A1/2)] x/-/; but it is essentially equivalent to .AB given in (1.2). 
In the present paper, we try to perfect the results mentional above. We relax restrictions 
on the dissipation operator B in such a way that the B is allowed to be 'comparable' to f(A) 
for a general f.  In a concise way, we reveal various interesting behaviors of the corresponding 
semigroup {TB(t)}t>0. It can be seen that our theorems are complete (in a sense) developments 
of [1, Theorem 1.1] and [2, Theorem 1.1]. 
Assume that 
/:  +oo) 
(for some al > 0) is measurable with 
lim f(s) = +oo, 
s--~+oo 
such that 
(s + 1)- i f (s)  is bounded on [a0, oo), (1.4) 
]f2(8) _ 4s[ _> C1 max {f2(s), s ) ,  for any s > L1, (1.5) 
for some constants C1, L1 > 0. We assume that B can be expressed as B = B1 + iB2, where Bl 
is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator and B2 is a self-adjoint operator in H, satisfying 
(f(A)u, u) < (BlU, u) < b(f(A)u, u), u fi D(A), 
(1.o) 
I(B2u, u)l _< a(Blu, u), u e D(A), 
for some constants b _> 1, a > 0. 
REMARK. The special case when f(s) = s a (0 < c~ g 1) is just that considered in [1,2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
(i) {T$(A)(t)}t>O is norm continuous for t > O. 
(ii) {Tl(A)(t)}t>O is differentiable for t > O, i? 
Ins 
lira - 0. (1.7) 
(iii) {T/(A)(t)}t>0 is an analytic semigroup, if
sup {s-'(s)sl/2; s _> I} < +oo. (1.s) 
(iv) {T/(A)(t) }t>o is an analy¢ie sam/group of angle ~, if 
sl/2 
lim --- O. (1.9) $'-'*'b¢~ 
(v) {Tt(A)(t)}~>O is exponentially stable, ffa0 > 0. 
More generally, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.2. The conclusions (i)-(iiO and (v) of Theorem 1.1 hold with {TB(t)}t>o instead of 
{%<A)(t)h_>o. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let Bo • £(H). Then the closure of the matr/x operator 
I 0 A 1/2 
.,4B+Bo = _A1/2 -B -  Bo ] ' 
with domain D(AB+Bo) = D(,4B), generates a strongly continuous emigroup {TB+Bo(t)}t>O 
on H x H, and the conclusions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.1 hold with {TB+Bo(t)}t>0 instead of 
(%¢A)(t)},>_o. 
2. PROOFS 
For each z • C, we will write 
v~ or z 1/2 := [zll/2e 1/2argz, -~r < argz < ~r, (2.1) 
so that Rev/~ >_ 0. 
The following lemma is a collection of some known results with minor improvements. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that S generates a strongly continuous semigroup {T(t) }t>o on a Hilbert 
space H, with [IT(t)[[ _< Ce ~t (t > 0) for some constants C, w > O. Then 
(1) (c£, e.g., [9,22]) {T(t) }t>o is norm continuous for t > 0 provided 
lim IIR(a + it; S)II = 0, (2.2) 
I~l--.oo 
for some a > w. 
(2) (c£, e.g., [21]) {T(t) }t>_o is a differentiable semigroup rovided 
lim In ]r] []R(a + it; S)H = 0, (2.3) M--.~ 
for some a > w. 
(3) (c£, e.g., [20,21,23]) {T(t)}t>_o is an analytic semigroup rovided 
1 
IIR(A; S)II ___ const IIm),~' ~A > O, IImAI > to, (2.4) 
for some ro > O. 
(4) (c£, e.g., [20,21,23]) {T(t)}t>o is an analytic semigroup of angle ~ if for each 0 • [0, ~) 
there exists Co, wo >_ 0 such that 
7r 
and 
IIR(,~; S)II _< ~,  for any ~ • ~,  + e, we , (2.5) 
where 
(2 -t-0, wo):= {A• C; IA] >wo, ]argAI <0+ 2}" 
(5) (c£, e.g., [24-26]) {T(t)}t>0 is exponentially stable if 
IIR(I; S)I I < const, (ReA > 0). (2.6) 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Put 
#±(S)  = -- f(s) 4- ~ J f2(s )  - 4S, s e [o'0, +co). 
We have immediately that for s e [a0, +c¢), 
p±(s) e {;` e C; Re;` < O} U{0) ,  A2+f(s )A+s  = (;` - p+(s))(A - p_(s)) ,  
moreover, if a0 > O, then for some e > 0 
#±(s) E {A E C; Re;` < -¢},  
noting that if f2(8) )> 48, 
-p+(s )  = 
and using (1.4). 
;~ ~ c ;  (2.7) 
2s s > 
f(s) -t- J f2 (s )  -- 43 - f ( s ) '  
Choose L2 such that L2 > L1, and in the case of (1.9), f2(s) )> 4s for each s <_ L2. It is easy 
to see by the above observations that there exist C2 > O, ~f > 1 such that 
sl/2 (;`2 "1- f(s),,~ -{- 8)-11 , 
;, (;,2 + .f(s);` + s) -~ , 
;`fl/2(8 ) (;`2 -I" f(s);` -I'- 8)-1 , 
f(s);`-I (;`2 _[_ f(s);` "}- 8) -1 , 
fl/2(S)81/2 (;`2 _}_ f(s);` -[- S)-11, 
_< C21;`[ -1 (_< C2 when co > 0), 
for all ;`  e C with I;` [ > 6 (or Re ;`  > 0 when ao > 0) and s E [co, L2]. 
In the sequel, we let s > L2. Then f2(s) ~ 4s by (1.5). An easy computation yields that 
(,~2 "4- f (8);` "l- 8) -1 : ( f2 (8 ) -4s )  -1/2 [(;` - p+(s)) -1 - ( ; `  - p_ (s ) ) -q ,  
(2.10) 
;`  (;` 5 + I(s);` + s) -I = _~+_(s_) (;`  _ p+(s))_~ 
( f2 (s )  -- 48) 1/5 
- P-is) (;`  - p- (s)) -1 (2.11) 
(f2(8) -- 4S)1/2 
It is also clear that 
sup [(81/2"{ - f ($ )  "J#- Ip4.(s)l ) If2(s)--4S[ -1/2] <: -{-00. 
s> L2 
(2.12) 
In order to obtain desirable estimates, we need to treat three cases separately. 
CASE 1. f2(s) > 4s. Observe by (2.7) and (2.8) that for any 8 E [0, ~), 
1 
I(;` _ p. , . ( , ) ) - I  < cosel;`~' (2.13) 
and if ao > O, then 
I 1 
P~(s))-l[ -< cose[A + el' (2.14) 
(2.9) 
s ~ [a0, oo), (2.8) 
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On the other hand, 
28 8 > 
IA -- Z+(8)I  > IZ+(8)I = f (8 )  + ,~f2(s )  -- 48 -- f (8 ) '  
1 (s(8) + Vs ' (s ) -48)  > I~ -  ~-(s) l  > 1~-(8)1 = ~ 
Now, let ReA > 0. From (2.13),(2.15) and the estimate I/~+(s)l < f(s), we obtain that 
I I~+(s) l f l l2Cs)  (A -  #±(8))-11 < Clal2 fll2(s)lAI -x < C[1121A1-112, 
(y--;~) - 4~ 
whenever f(s) < IAI. Furthermore, we have by (1.5) and (2.15) that 
[/~+ (_.._)~ a/2 (.____2 fl/2(s) - < 
( . f2(8) _ , i s )U  2 - ( f2 (s )  - . l s ) l l  2 
C_1/2 fl/2(S) 1 
1 "~ <-clli2f112(8 ) < 
whenever f(s) > IAI. Similarly, 
S 112 C? a12 -- --('~) [A[-1 ~ C~I/2iA[-1/2 , 
8112 fl/2(s) 
lu.t.(s))-a II< ( s "~1/2 f(s) 112 (~ 
( f2(s) -4s) l /2  C3\7-C~) s = C3 ( /~)  ' 
for some constant 6'3 > 0, noting (2.15). Therefore, for A E C with ReA > 0, 
which also 
by a similar argument. 
CASE 2. 
Iv+(s)lpli(s) } ( ~  (~ - ~ ,~{s) ) - '  
81/2fl/2(S) ~-- 
ml,--T: - . l,II 
const IA1-1, 
_< const IA + el -1, if ao > O, 
f2(8) < 48, s 2> 1/41ImAI 2. Observe that for A E C with ReA > 0, 
I~ - ~+(s)l > ½ f ( s ) ,  
f - l l2(s) (A -  #+(s)) > 2 fll2(s)" 
We thus see that for A as above, 
I(~ - ~(s ) )  -a , 
and 
If'/2(s) (A - #+(s))-ll _< 2max {a~ -1' a£'12}, 
> 0 (uniformly for s as above), as [Ira A[ ~ +c~; 
moreover, there exists a constant C4 > 0 such that for A as above 
(A -#±(s ) ) - I  I < C4( ( ln l ImA]) - l '  
- ( l imA] ) - : ,  
(InllmAi) 1/2, 
f1/2(s)(A-#±(8)) -1 <_C4 ([ImAD_I/2, 
if (1.7) holds, 
if (1.8) holds, 
if (1.7) holds, 
if (1.8) holds. 
< C-£1/2iAi-I/2 '
(2.15) 
if f(s) > 1 
s ~'  
if f(s) < 1 
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CASE 3. 
and therefore, 
f2(8) <~ 48, 8 <~ 1/4limA[ 2. We have that for A E C with PeA > O, 
I l l  1(4s-- f2(S))l/2 IA-#+(s)[_> f(s) + l imA[ -  
1 
~ 0"1 + I Im A[ - 8112 
1 1 
> ~o.1 + IImAI- ~ IImAI 
1 
= ~ (O"1 -{- I ImAl),  
(A- #e(s)) -1 <_ 2(o'1 + [ ImAl) -I , (2.21) 
fl/2(8) (/~__~.l.(8))--1 <2fl/2(S) (o.1+} ImAl) -1 _<211mA[m (o.l+[ ImAD -I • (2.22) 
Now, collect the results in the three cases (especially (2.13), (2.14), and (2.16)-(2.22)), and 
recall (2.9)-(2.12). We obtain by applying the self-adjoint calculus that for all A E C with 
ReA > O, 
III2(A)A1/2R.t(A)(A) I, AflI2(A)RI¢A)(A) , 
i_i  IMP--,? = o (In llm AD -1/2 as I Ira A[ ~ +oo, 
< const (llm AI) -I/2 for Jim A[ > 6, 
_< const, 
if (1.7) holds, 
if (1.8) holds, 
if a0 > 0, 
(2.23) 
I AI/2RI(A)(A) , 
= o (In lira A[) -1 as lira A[ ---* +e¢, 
_< const ([ Im AD -1 for I Ira A[ > 6, 
_< const, 
if (1.7) holds, 
if (1.8) holds, 
if o.o > O; 
(2.24) 
Ir moreover, in the case of (1.9), we have that for each 0 E [0, ~), 
, 
(2.25) 
_< C,[AI -I, for any AE  E (2 + 0, 6). 
for some Co > 0. In view of (1.3), (2.24), and (2.25), we can apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain the 
desired results. The proof is then complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Set f l  = (1/2)f. We define 
GO1 --~ f11/2(A)B1f1112(A) - I, 
Go2 -~ f11/2(A)B2f;1/2(A), nCao2) = v (A:11/2(.,t)). 
Obviously, D(Af~I/2(A)) is dense in H. Therefore, we deduce from (1.6) that 
~I "~--" 901, 
I _< G~ _< (2b - 1)I, 
G2 := 902 ~ £(H),  
-aG1 <_ G2 <_ aG1. 
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Now, observing that for each u E H, 
[[(G1 + iG2)ull IlulI > [((G1 + iG2)u, u)[ _> I(GI~, u)[ ~ II~ll 2, 
we obtain that (G1 + iG2) is invertible and 
II(G1 + iG2)-l[I < 1. (2.26) 
On the other hand, for u E E, A E C with Re A > 0, we see 
II((cl + iG2) -~ + ~/I(A)Rfl(A)(h))ull Ilull 
> IRe ((G~ + iG~)-l,,, u) + Re ()~fl(A)R/I(A)(A)u , ~)1 
> Re ((G~ + ic~)-l~, u) 
= ((G1 + iG2)-lu, G](G1 + iG2)-lu) 
> II(c1 + iG2)-~ull 2 
> IIC~ + i6"2 II -~ Ilull 2, 
and therefore, ((G1 + iG2) -1 -t- hfl(A)RII(A)(A)) is invertible and 
II(G1 + iG2) -1 + )~fl(A)Rf,(A)()~)I I <_ fIG1 + iG2II 2 . (2.27) 
Combining (2.26) and (2.27) shows that [I + )~fl(A)RII(A)(A)(G1 + iG2)] is invertible and 
I [ I+hf l (A)RI I (A)(A)(GI+iG2)]  -1 <_IIGI+iG2112, fo ra l lAeCwi th  ReA>0.  
It is easy to see that for any A E C with Re A > 0, 
RB(h)  = RI , (A)( ,~ ) - RI,(A)(A ) (hB - All(A))RB(A) 
= R/~(A)(A)-)~f~/2(A)RA(A)()~)(GI+iG2)f~/2(A)RB(h), (2.28) 
f~/2(A)RB(A) = [I + hfl(A)RA(A)(A)(G1 + iG2)]-1 f~/2(A)RA(A)(A). (2.29) 
By virtue of (2.23) with f replaced by fl ,  we obtain from (2.29) that for all A E C with ReA > 0, 
fl/2(A)RB(,~)A1/2 , )~fl/2(A)RB()~) , 
,0  as IIm hi -÷ +co, 
= o ((In I Ira hl)-W2 ) as I Im A I --* +c¢, if (1.7) holds, 
< const (I Im AI) -1/2 for I Im A I > 5, if (1.8) holds, 
< const, if a0 > 0. 
This combined with (2.23), (2.24), and (2.28) yields that for any A E C with ReA > 0, 
X -1A1/2RB()~)A 1/2 , A1/2RB(h) , RB(h)A1/2 , [[ARB(A) I[, 
= o (ln lIm hi) -~ as I Im hi -~ +co, if (1.7) holds, (2.30) 
< const (I Im hi) -1 for I Im A I > 6, if (1.8) holds, 
< const, if a0 > 0. 
According to this and (1.3), Lemma 2.1 applies and yields the results as required. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.3. It  follows immediately from the bounded per turbat ion  theorem (cf. 
[20, p. 40, Theorem 1.6.4] or [21, p. 76, Theorem 3.1.1]) that  AB+Bo is the generator  of a strongly 
continuous emigroup {TB+Bo(t)}t>0 on H x H.  Wri te 
,0:(°0 
Recalling (1.3) and (2.30), we see that there exists a constant ~'i > 0 such that for each A E C 
with ReA > 0, limA[ > ~'i, HB0(A - ~B)-lll < 1/2, and therefore, 
-1  = (A - [x -  Bo - 
thus, 
II(A- ~B)-ll] =o (lnlImAI) -1 as IImAI-~-t-c<), 
const (IImAl) -I for IImAl > rl, 
This ends the proof, by applying Lemma 2.1 again. 
if (1.7) holds, 
if (1.8) holds. 
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